
Mathematis 134{Intensive Calulus for Siene 2Lab 1 { Riemann Sums and the De�nite IntegralJanuary 20, 2006BakgroundIn lass, we have introdued the left- and right-hand sums for a funtion f on aninterval [a; b℄, with a given number of subdivisions n, and a step-size �t = b�an :Left� hand sum(LHS) = f(t0)�t+ � � �+ f(tn�1)�t = n�1Xi=0 f(ti)�tRight� hand sum(RHS) = f(t1)�t+ � � �+ f(tn)�t = nXi=1 f(ti)�tWe an also do the same sort of thing evaluating f at the midpoint of eah smaller intervalto get the midpoint sum. All of these are examples of Riemann sums for f .If f is a ontinuous funtion, then the de�nite integral of f is obtained by letting thenumber n of subdivisions grow without any bound:Z ba f(t) dt = limn!1 n�1Xi=0 f(ti)�t = limn!1 nXi=1 f(ti)�tToday, we want to use some features of Maple to visualize these sums, and the limitingproess that yields the value of the de�nite integral.New MapleWe will be using several ommands in the Maple student pakage in this lab. Tomake these available, you will need to start by entering the ommand:with(student);to load the student pakage. The output will be the list of ommands inluded in thispakage. The ones we will use in the lab are:� leftbox, middlebox, rightbox whih draw graphial representations of the left-,midpoint, and right-hand Riemann sums for a given funtion, and� leftsum, middlesum, rightsum whih ompute the left-, midpoint, and right-handRiemann sums of a given funtion (as formulas). For instane, try entering the follow-ing ommands to see the pitures for the left- and right-hand sums for f(t) = t2�3t+4on [a; b℄ = [0; 2℄ with n = 5 subdivisions:leftbox(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2,5);rightbox(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2,5);1



To see the numerial values of the left- and right-hand sums, you an enter ommands likethis: evalf(leftsum(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2, 5));evalf(rightsum(t^2 - 3*t + 4, t=0..2, 5));If you leave o� the evalf( ) around the leftsum or rightsum, an you see what theoutput means?As you an probably guess now, the format for all of these ommands is: the om-mand name, open paren, the formula for the funtion f , omma, t =, then the endpoints,separated by two periods, another omma, then the number n, followed by the lose paren,then the semiolon.Lab QuestionsA) In this question you will onsider f(t) = 4t on the interval [a; b℄ = [0; 2℄.1) Using the leftbox and rightbox ommands, draw the graphis for the Riemannsums on [0; 2℄ with n = 5; 20; 50. Does it seem reasonable that both left- andright-hand sums will tend to the same limit as n!1? Explain in a text region.Also resize your graphs before printing out your worksheet. Try to get all thesegraphs on one page(!)2) Using the leftsum and rightsum ommands, ompute the numerial values ofthe sums with n = 5; 20; 50. How does these results ompare to what you said inpart 1?3) Beause 4x is inreasing on the interval, for eah nRHS � LHS = (f(2)� f(0))�t = (f(2)� f(0)) � 2� 0nand the atual value of the de�nite integral is somewhere in between the left- andright-hand sum values. How big must n be taken so that the left- and right-handsums di�er by no more than :0001? Using your value n, ompute the values ofthe left- and right-hand sums to hek your answer.4) Now, ompute the midpoint sum with n = 200. How lose is this result to whatyou had in part 3? What does this say about the numbers of subdivisions neededto approximate R 20 4t dt losely with the di�erent methods?B) Compute the left-, midpoint, and right-hand sums with n = 5; 20; 50; 500; 1000 foreah of the following integrals. (No graphis for these, please { just the numerialvalues.) What is the limit to whih your sums seem to be tending as n inreases?(That is, estimate the value of the de�nite integral.) Also ompare the rates at whiheah of the three methods seem to be approahing this limit. Is one getting therefaster (i.e. loser to the limit for smaller n) than the others?1) Z 10 sin(t3 � 2t) dt2



(In Maple, the funtion is sin(t^3 - 2*t).)2) Z 1�1 e�t2 dt(In Maple, the funtion is exp(-t^2).)AssignmentIndividual writeups, due in lass Wednesday, January 25.
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